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The Effects of Thin and Heavy Media Images
on Overweight and Underweight Consumers:
Social Comparison Processes and Behavioral
Implications
DIRK SMEESTERS
THOMAS MUSSWEILER
NAOMI MANDEL
This study examines how advertisements containing thin or heavy models influence
the self-esteem of overweight, normal, and underweight consumers. Previous re-
search has mainly examined the influences of variations of the comparison stan-
dard on self-evaluative outcomes, whereas we examine how the relative position
of the self on the comparison dimension may moderate these effects. Three studies
manipulated the size (thin vs. heavy) and extremity of the size (moderate vs.
extreme) of advertising models and exposed these images to individuals differing
in Body Mass Index (BMI) levels. Our findings indicate that social comparison
processes and subsequent self-evaluative and behavioral outcomes are different
for individuals differing in their BMI.
Awoman’s body image is an important source of herself-esteem. Approximately 50% of girls and young
women report being dissatisfied with their bodies (Bearman,
Presnell, and Martinez 2006). These dissatisfactory feelings
can play a major role in the development of low self-esteem,
depression, and eating disorders such as bulimia (Grabe and
Hyde 2006; Meyers and Biocca 1992; Stice and Shaw 1994).
Among the many forces believed to play a role is the in-
creasingly thin ideal dominating the media. The images of
women presented in the media today are thinner than the
majority of the female population (Wiseman et al. 1992).
Frequent media exposure may cause consumers to cultivate
unrealistic perceptions about the prevalence of desirable at-
tributes, such as wealth (Shrum, Burroughs, and Rindfleish
2005) or physical ideals. Indeed, abundant exposure to thin
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media images has led to the commonly held belief that the
thin ideal is normative and central to attractiveness. In re-
sponse to critics’ concerns, fashion show organizers in Milan
and Madrid have recently banned extremely thin models
from the catwalks (Tan 2007), presumably to protect both
consumers and models from eating disorders and other con-
sequences of low self-esteem.
In this study, we examine how advertisements containing
thin or heavy models influence the self-esteem levels of
overweight and underweight consumers. Overweight indi-
viduals represent a significant and growing segment of con-
sumers. Approximately 59% of Americans (www.census
.gov) and 40% of Europeans (www.epha.org) are over-
weight or obese. If exposure to thin media images can result
in low self-esteem and eating pathologies among average-
sized women (Polivy and Herman 2002), it is possible that
overweight women will be even more vulnerable to these
effects. Furthermore, although underweight consumers com-
prise only 2% of the American population, they are often
victims of eating disorders and therefore might also be es-
pecially vulnerable to thin media images.
The current research examines the psychological mech-
anisms underpinning the effects of exposure to thin and
heavy media images on women’s self-esteem, as well as the
resulting behavioral implications. Although there has been
an abundant stream of research on this topic, the vast ma-
jority of prior research has primarily demonstrated that self-
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esteem and body satisfaction decrease when females are
exposed to thin media images (for an overview, see Grabe,
Ward, and Hyde 2008). Furthermore, previous social com-
parison research, in both consumer behavior and social psy-
chology, has mainly focused on manipulating the compar-
ison standard, such as the size of the model (thin vs. heavy)
or the extremity of the model’s size (moderate vs. extreme;
Mussweiler, Ru¨ter, and Epstude 2004a; Smeesters and Man-
del 2006). However, few studies have taken into account
the relative standing of the self on the comparison dimen-
sion, combined with a simultaneous manipulation of the
comparison standard’s position. This is surprising, as in-
dividuals do not all take the same position on the comparison
dimension. As illustrated by the statistics above, consumers
vary greatly in terms of their body mass index (BMI), taking
low (!18.5), normal (118.5 and !25), or high positions
(125) on that dimension. It remains unclear how manipu-
lating comparison standards (e.g., moderately/extremely
thin/heavy models) can influence social comparison out-
comes (e.g., self-esteem) and processes for individuals with
different BMI levels. In this study we demonstrate that dif-
ferent comparison processes and outcomes occur for indi-
viduals differing in their relative positions on the comparison
dimension. We show that it is not the absolute size of the
model in the ad but, rather, the relative distance between
the consumer’s size and the model’s size that determines
the ad’s effects on self-esteem. We explore two different
types of process measures that play a role in shaping social
comparison outcomes: similarity focus (Ha¨fner 2004; Muss-
weiler 2001, 2003) and accessibility of self-knowledge
(Mussweiler 2003; Mussweiler and Strack 2000a, 2000b).
Finally, we examine how these social comparison processes
and outcomes affect real eating behavior and consumers’
diet and exercise intentions. Our findings may also contrib-
ute to a growing literature on prescriptive strategies that
consumers may use to improve their happiness and well-
being (Mick 2008).
SOCIAL COMPARISON
Social comparison is a central feature of human social
life. According to Festinger (1954), individuals are driven
by a desire for self-evaluation, by which they compare their
own attributes and abilities with those of others. Compar-
isons with others who are superior or inferior on the judg-
ment dimension can strongly influence how people think
and feel about themselves and the emotions they experience
(Epstude and Mussweiler 2009). Social comparison also
contributes to one’s own body image perceptions (Richins
1991). The consequences of social comparison can be com-
plex, as evaluations of the self can assimilate to or contrast
away from the comparison standard (for reviews, see Collins
1996; Mussweiler 2003). Assimilation occurs when the self
is judged consistently with the comparison standard, and
thus self-judgments move in the direction of the comparison
standard (e.g., Lockwood and Kunda 1997; Mussweiler and
Strack 2000b), whereas contrast occurs when the self is
judged opposite from the comparison standard, and thus self-
judgments move away from the comparison standard (e.g.,
Richins 1991; Trampe, Stapel, and Siero 2007).
Upward social comparisons in particular may affect con-
sumer self-judgments and behavior. For example, consumers
may find upward comparisons threatening to their self-es-
teem, causing them to misrepresent themselves to others
(Argo, White, and Dahl 2006). Researchers have repeatedly
shown that women who view thin ideal images experience
lower self-esteem and higher body dissatisfaction than do
women who view neutral images (Grabe et al. 2008). These
contrastive findings have been found for women exposed
to thin ideal women in print ads, television commercials,
and music videos (Hargreaves and Tiggemann 2004; Richins
1991; Tiggemann and Slater 2003). Positive assimilation ef-
fects of thin models on females’ self-esteem are rare (Grabe
et al. 2008). It is important to note, however, that most of
this prior research has used subjective response scales (e.g.,
“How happy are you with your body?”), which may be
problematic, because individuals use a given comparison
standard as a reference point to anchor the endpoints of
subjective response scales (such as Likert scales), typically
leading to contrast effects (Lynch, Chakravarti, and Mitra
1991; Mussweiler and Strack 2000b). Using objective rather
than subjective measures, Smeesters and Mandel (2006)
showed that exposure to thin models may lead to positive
(assimilative) effects on self-esteem, but only when the mod-
els are moderately thin (and not when they are extremely
thin). We extend this finding by examining the cognitive
processes that play a role in affecting self-evaluations and
behavioral consequences when both the comparison stan-
dard and the relative position of the self are varied. Prior
research suggests that exposure to thin and heavy models
should affect the self-esteem of those with low and high
BMI similarly to those with a normal BMI (Dohnt and Tig-
gemann 2006; Grabe et al. 2008). We will, however, argue
and demonstrate that this is not the case.
COMPARISON MECHANISMS
Comparisons with others occur spontaneously, even when
not explicitly requested or induced by experimenters (Mus-
sweiler et al. 2004a; Stapel and Blanton 2004). According
to the Selective Accessibility Model (SAM) of comparative
thinking (Mussweiler 2003), during a social comparison a
person may engage in one of two alternative hypothesis-
testing mechanisms: similarity testing or dissimilarity test-
ing. Both mechanisms involve a selective focus on hypoth-
esis-consistent information about the self and a standard, so
that a person engaging in similarity testing selectively acti-
vates information indicating that self and standard are similar
and ignores information indicating that they are dissimilar,
while a person engaging in dissimilarity testing selectively
activates information indicating that self and standard are
different and ignores information indicating that they are sim-
ilar. Which factors drive a person toward one of these two
alternative hypothesis-testing mechanisms? According to
the SAM, people make a quick initial assessment of the
similarity between the self and the standard as a first step
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FIGURE 1
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
NOTE.—Range A: Low-BMI women assimilate to extremely thin and moderately thin models and contrast away from moderately heavy and extremely heavy
models. Range B: Normal-BMI women assimilate to moderately thin and moderately heavy models and contrast away from extremely thin and extremely heavy
models. Range C: High-BMI women assimilate to moderately heavy and extremely heavy models and contrast away from extremely thin and moderately thin
models.
of any social comparison. Whether they engage in similarity
or dissimilarity testing depends on the outcome of this initial
assessment. An initial perception that the standard resembles
the self triggers similarity testing and ultimately results in
the activation of standard-consistent information about the
self. An initial perception that the standard does not resemble
the self triggers dissimilarity testing and ultimately results
in the activation of standard-inconsistent information of the
self. Because self-evaluation is highly contingent on the
information selectively activated during the comparison,
similarity testing generally leads to assimilation, whereas
dissimilarity testing generally leads to contrast. For example,
Smeesters and Mandel (2006) showed that females have
higher appearance self-esteem after exposure to moderately
thin models versus moderately heavy models (an assimilation
effect due to a similarity focus and accessible standard-con-
sistent self-knowledge), but lower appearance self-esteem af-
ter exposure to extremely thin models versus extremely heavy
models (a contrast effect due to a dissimilarity focus and
accessible standard-inconsistent self-knowledge).
The majority of prior social comparison literature has
manipulated the standard of comparison and held the com-
parison target (e.g., the self ) constant. However, the assim-
ilation/contrast literature offers some examples in which
both the standard and target were manipulated. Social judg-
ment theory (Sherif, Sherif, and Nebergall 1965) compares
an individual’s own attitude (the target) to a range of other
attitudes (the standards) to determine the individual’s lati-
tude of acceptance. Individuals tend to assimilate standards
that are within this range of acceptance and contrast stan-
dards that are outside this range (Granberg and Brent 1974).
Herr, Sherman, and Fazio (1983) varied both the extremity
(in size) of the standard and the ambiguity of the target (an
animal). Stapel and Koomen (2000) manipulated both the
distinctiveness of the standard and the mutability of the
target (the self ). However, these prior studies address the
size of the range of possible evaluations of the target (i.e.,
the standard deviation) rather than the point estimate of the
target (i.e., the mean), as we do in the current study. For
example, when the self is viewed as more malleable, the
latitude of acceptance increases, thereby making assimila-
tion (vs. contrast) more likely to occur. In contrast, we are
more interested in how the individual’s starting position
along the comparison dimension (BMI), rather than her
range of possible positions, interacts with the model’s size
to affect self-esteem.
We predict that the relative distance between the com-
parison standard and the position of the self on the com-
parison dimension will determine the type of comparison
mechanism used, and the ultimate comparison outcome. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates our theoretical framework. If a person has
a very low position on the comparison dimension and is
exposed to a comparison standard with a relatively low po-
sition on the same dimension, the distance between the self
and the standard is small. Hence, a person with a low BMI
should feel similar to an extremely thin or moderately thin
model (which fall inside the range of similarity A in fig. 1),
and should feel dissimilar to an extremely heavy or mod-
erately heavy model (which fall outside this range). Simi-
larly, a person with a normal BMI should feel similar to a
moderately thin or moderately heavy model (range of sim-
ilarity B) but dissimilar to an extremely thin or extremely
heavy model (consistent with Smeesters and Mandel 2006).
A person with a high BMI should feel similar to an ex-
tremely heavy or moderately heavy model (range of simi-
larity C) and should feel dissimilar to an extremely thin or
moderately thin model. Following this reasoning, the ex-
tremity of the position of the comparison standard does not
matter much for individuals with a low- or high-BMI po-
sition on the comparison dimension, whereas it does for
normal-BMI individuals.
Feelings of (dis)similarity, based on the distance between
the self and the standard, will steer social comparison pro-
cesses and outcomes. Feeling similar to the model in the ad
should engage the person’s similarity focus, thereby activating
standard-consistent information about the self, resulting in
assimilative self-judgments. On the other hand, feeling dis-
similar to the model in the ad should engage a dissimilarity
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focus, thereby activating standard-inconsistent information
with the self, resulting in contrastive self-judgments.
THE PRESENT RESEARCH
In our studies, female consumers with a low, normal, or
high BMI are exposed to models varying in size (thin vs.
heavy) and the extremity of the size (moderate vs. extreme).
We use body mass index (BMI) to determine a person’s
standing on the weight comparison dimension. This mea-
surement was first described by Adolphus Quetelet (1842/
1968) in the mid-nineteenth century based on the obser-
vation that body weight is proportional to the squared height
in adults with normal body frames. This simple index of
body weight has been consistently used in epidemiologic
studies and is considered to be a good representation of
one’s standing on a weight dimension (WHO 1995).
We predict that participants will have a similarity or dis-
similarity focus depending on the combination of their own
standing on the comparison dimension (BMI) and the po-
sition of the standard. As already argued, we predict that
the extremity of the comparison standard’s position will not
matter for individuals with a low or a high position on the
comparison dimension. However, individuals with an inter-
mediate position on the comparison dimension should be
affected by the extremity of the comparison standard, as the
distance between their own intermediate position and the
moderate (small distance) versus extreme (long distance)
position of the comparison standard varies. Therefore, we
predict a significant interaction between BMI and extremity
of the model’s size on similarity focus, whereby extremity
affects the similarity focus of normal-BMI females but not
of low- and high-BMI females.
H1: The similarity focus of normal-BMI women (but
not low- or high-BMI women) will shift as a func-
tion of the extremity of the model’s size. More
specifically, for normal-BMI women, exposure to
moderately thin and moderately heavy models
should lead to a similarity focus, whereas exposure
to extremely thin and extremely heavy models
should lead to a dissimilarity focus.
On the other hand, the similarity focus of individuals with
a low or a high position on the comparison dimension should
only be affected by whether the standard takes a low or a
high position on the comparison dimension. Therefore, we
also predict a significant interaction between BMI and the
size of the model on similarity focus, whereby the size of
the model affects the similarity focus of low- and high-BMI
females but not of normal-BMI females.
H2: The similarity focus of low- and high-BMI women
(but not normal-BMI women) will shift as a function
of the size of the model.
H2a: For low-BMI women, exposure to moderately thin
and extremely thin models should lead to a similarity
focus, whereas exposure to moderately heavy and
extremely heavy models should lead to a dissimi-
larity focus.
H2b: For high-BMI women, exposure to moderately heavy
and extremely heavy models should lead to a simi-
larity focus, whereas exposure to moderately thin and
extremely thin models should lead to a dissimilarity
focus.
We further predict that this activated similarity or dissim-
ilarity focus will accompany changes in women’s self-es-
teem. When having a similarity focus, consumers’ self-es-
teem should assimilate to the standard’s evaluation, because
they view themselves as similar to the standard. A thin body
is viewed by most women as an ideal that every woman
should strive to achieve (Wertheim et al. 1997). Therefore,
a similarity focus should enhance self-esteem in the case of
thin standards and should lower self-esteem in the case of
heavy standards. On the other hand, when having a dissim-
ilarity focus, consumers’ self-esteem should contrast away
from the standard’s evaluation, because they view them-
selves as dissimilar to the standard. In other words, a dis-
similarity focus should lower self-esteem in the case of thin
standards and should enhance self-esteem in the case of
heavy standards. This leads to the following predictions.
H3a: For low-BMI women, both exposure to moderately
thin and extremely thin models (due to a similarity
focus) and exposure to moderately heavy and ex-
tremely heavy models (due to a dissimilarity focus)
should enhance self-esteem.
H3b: For normal-BMI women, exposure to moderately
thin models (due to a similarity focus) and ex-
tremely heavy models (due to a dissimilarity fo-
cus) should enhance self-esteem, whereas expo-
sure to moderately heavy models (due to a
similarity focus) and extremely thin models (due
to a dissimilarity focus) should lower self-esteem.
H3c: For high-BMI female consumers, exposure to both
moderately thin and extremely thin models (due
to a dissimilarity focus) and exposure to both mod-
erately heavy and extremely heavy models (due to
a similarity focus) should lower self-esteem.
We present three studies in this paper. In the first study,
we expose low-, normal-, and high-BMI female consumers
to ads containing models that vary in size (thin vs. heavy)
and the extremity of the size (moderate vs. extreme). We
measure participants’ (dis)similarity focus and self-esteem.
In the second study, we collect evidence for which type of
self-knowledge becomes accessible after exposure to ad
models. Finally, in the third study, we examine how changes
in similarity focus, accessible knowledge, and self-esteem
(as a function of one’s own BMI and the ad models) affect
one’s eating behavior, dieting intentions, and exercise inten-
tions.
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STUDY 1
We designed our first study to find evidence for hypotheses
1–3. To that end, female participants with low-, normal-, and
high-BMIs were invited to the lab to participate in the study.
We then exposed them to an ad booklet, containing ads with
models and filler ads. We used an implicit comparison par-
adigm. That is, participants answered several filler questions
with respect to each ad, and they were never asked to compare
themselves with the models in the ad. After the ad questions,
we measured participants’ levels of (dis)similarity focus by
using a picture comparison task in which participants were
asked to what extent they thought the two presented pictures
were similar or dissimilar (Mussweiler, Ru¨ter, and Epstude
2004b). We expected participants with a similarity focus to
rate the two pictures as more similar than those with a dis-
similarity focus. Next, participants described themselves using
the Twenty Statements Test (Kuhn and McPartland 1954),
which has been used previously as an objective (nonscale)
measure of appearance self-esteem (Smeesters and Mandel
2006).
Method
In our first study, 156 female undergraduates participated
in partial fulfillment of course credit. In all studies, partic-
ipants were invited based on their BMI, which was measured
by asking participants’ self-reported height and weight about
a week before the experiment in another session or as part
of a mass testing session. Based on this information, we
could calculate individuals’ BMI by dividing each individ-
ual’s weight (in kilograms) by her squared height (in meters;
Bray 1978). Participants were categorized as having low
BMI (!18.5), normal BMI (118.5 and !25), or high BMI
(125; Bray 1978; WHO 1995). We then randomly invited
an equal number of low-, normal-, and high-BMI partici-
pants to the study. Based on their confirmation to participate,
we could assure that the number of low-, normal-, and high-
BMI consumers was equally balanced over the conditions
of the experiment.
When coming to the lab, participants did not know that
their BMI scores played a role in the study. They entered
the lab in groups of up to six and completed the tasks in
individual cubicles. Each participant was then randomly as-
signed to one of the four conditions of a 2 (model size: thin
vs. heavy)# 2 (extremity: moderate vs. extreme) between-
participants design. The number of participants per condition
varied between 12 and 14.
The first task was labeled “Advertisement Questionnaire.”
Participants received a booklet containing eight full-page
color ads, in randomized order: four model ads pertaining
to their condition, and four filler ads with no models. Par-
ticipants indicated on 5-point scales whether the ads were
original, convincing, and/or informative. We used the same
ads as Smeesters and Mandel (2006), who confirmed in a
pretest that on a scale from 5 (extremely overweight) to
+5 (extremely thin), the extremely thin models (Mp
) were rated as thinner than moderately thin models3.56
( ), who were rated as thinner than moderatelyMp 2.48
heavy models ( ), who were rated as thinner thanMp 1.39
extremely heavy models (M p 2.44; Tukey post hoc, a
p .05).
Next, participants completed a Picture Comparison Task
(Mussweiler et al. 2004b) to measure their (dis)similarity
focus. The instructions informed participants that the osten-
sible purpose of this task was to pretest stimuli for a future
study on visual perception and that they should carefully
inspect and compare these pictures. The pictures consisted
of sketches of two scenes: the first sketch depicted a woman
leaning over a table while holding a cup of coffee, a Christ-
mas tree with a few presents underneath, and a fireplace;
the second sketch depicted a man standing in front of a table
and reaching for a bowl placed in the middle of the table,
a bottle and a few glasses that were also placed on the table,
and a fireplace. Subsequent to comparing both pictures, par-
ticipants indicated how similar they were to one another
using a 9-point rating scale that ranged from 1 (not at all
similar) to 9 (completely similar).
The final part of study 1 was the completion of a ques-
tionnaire that consisted of the Twenty Statements Test (Kuhn
and McPartland 1954), where participants completed 20
self-descriptive statements (“I am ____”). This free response
task can validly assess individuals’ momentary self-concep-
tions such as appearance self-esteem (Gardner, Gabriel, and
Lee 1999; Smeesters and Mandel 2006). Finally, to examine
whether restrained eating would have an effect on our results,
participants filled out the Restraint Scale (Polivy, Herman,
and Howard 1988). This scale did not have any effect on our
results in any of our studies and, therefore, was omitted from
our analyses. We also collected information in all of our
studies concerning participants’ satisfaction with their own
bodies, which was measured in a mass testing session several
weeks before the experiment (using the Body Dissatisfaction
subscale of the Eating Disorders Inventory; Garner, Olm-
stead, and Polivy 1983). Although there was a trend that
low-BMI individuals were more satisfied with their bodies
than normal- and high-BMI individuals, this relationship
was not significant ( ). Moreover, using body dis-pp .20
satisfaction as a variable in our results did not have any
effect on the data. After completion of all tasks, participants
completed a short questionnaire, which assured that no par-
ticipants correctly guessed the true nature of the study.
Results
Although BMI can also be treated as a continuous variable
(Fitzsimons 2008), we treated BMI here as a categorical
variable given (a) the prescribed thresholds for categorizing
underweight (low BMI), normal weight (normal BMI), and
overweight individuals (high BMI) and (b) the specific pre-
dictions that we have for individuals differing in BMI. Nev-
ertheless, all the results from the reported ANOVAs are
highly similar to those using regression analyses.
Similarity Focus. We conducted a 3 (BMI: low vs.
normal vs. high) # 2 (model’s size: thin vs. heavy) # 2
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FIGURE 2
EXPERIMENT 1 RESULTS: SELF-ESTEEM AS A FUNCTION OF BMI, MODEL’S SIZE, AND EXTREMITY
(extremity: moderate vs. extreme) between-participants
ANOVA on participants’ judgments of the similarity of the
two pictures. We obtained two significant two-way inter-
actions. There was a significant two-way interaction between
BMI and extremity ( , ). Follow-upF(1, 144)p 3.84 p ! .03
analyses revealed that (1) low-BMI participants’ similarity
judgments of the two pictures did not differ between the
moderate models ( ) and extreme models conditionMp 5.00
( ; , ), (2) normal-BMIMp 5.12 F(1, 144)p 0.21 pp .65
participants rated the pictures as more similar after being
exposed to moderate models ( ) compared to ex-Mp 5.77
treme models ( ; , ), andMp 4.59 F(1, 144)p 9.01 p ! .01
(3) high-BMI participants’ similarity judgment of the two
pictures did not differ between the moderate models (Mp
5.12) and extreme models condition (M p 5.26; F(1, 144)
p 0.12, p 1 .72). Hence, hypothesis 1 is supported.
There was also a significant two-way interaction between
BMI and model’s size ( , ). Follow-F(1, 144)p 6.52 p ! .01
up analyses revealed that (1) low-BMI participants rated the
pictures as more similar after being exposed to thin models
(M p 5.64) compared to heavy models (M p 4.50; F(1,
144) p 8.44, p ! .01), (2) normal-BMI participants’ sim-
ilarity judgment of the two pictures did not differ between
the thin models (M p 5.30) and heavy models condition
(Mp 5.04; F(1, 144)p 0.23, pp .63), and (3) high-BMI
participants rated the pictures as more similar after being
exposed to heavy models (M p 5.64) compared to thin
models (M p 4.78; F(1, 144) p 4.83, p p .03). These
results support hypotheses 2a–2b.
Self-Esteem. For each participant, two independent
judges, who were blind for the conditions, selected and
counted self-descriptive statements, either positive or neg-
ative, that referred to the participants’ own physical ap-
pearance (e.g., “I am pretty,” “I am slim,” “I am heavy,” “I
am unsatisfied with my appearance”). The judges showed
a high level of agreement ( ). Based on these selectedrp .86
statements per participant, two other independent judges,
also blind for the conditions and the hypotheses, rated each
participant’s perception of her own physical appearance us-
ing a 5-point rating scale that ranged from 1 (very negative
about her own physical appearance) to 7 (very positive about
her own physical appearance). Ratings of the two judges
were highly correlated ( , ) and combined intorp .88 p ! .01
one single score. Our analysis for appearance self-esteem
was based on these judged ratings (see Smeesters and Man-
del 2006).
We conducted a 3 (BMI: low vs. normal vs. high) # 2
(model’s size: thin vs. heavy)# 2 (extremity: moderate vs.
extreme) between-participants ANOVA on appearance self-
esteem. There was a main effect of BMI (F(1, 144)p 12.76,
p ! .01), which indicated that low-BMI participants (M p
5.98) had higher self-esteem than normal-BMI participants
(Mp 5.13, p ! .01) and high-BMI participants (Mp 4.77,
p ! .001). Normal- and high-BMI participants did not differ
significantly from each other ( ). However, this mainpp .17
effect was embedded in a significant three-way interaction
between BMI, model’s size, and extremity (F(1, 144)p
, ), as shown in figure 2. We then conducted3.97 p ! .03
separate 2 (model’s size: thin vs. heavy) # 2 (extremity:
moderate vs. extreme) between-participants ANOVAs for
each group of BMI participants. First, the ANOVA for low-
BMI participants did not reveal any significant effects (all
F’s ! 0.38, p’s 1 .54). Second, the ANOVA for normal-
BMI participants revealed a significant model’s size# ex-
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tremity interaction (F(1, 49) p 9.19, p ! .01). Participants
exposed to moderately thin models (M p 5.79) had higher
self-esteem than participants exposed to moderately heavy
models (Mp 4.67), resulting in an assimilation effect (i(1,
49)p 4.24, p ! .05). Participants exposed to extremely thin
models (Mp 4.38) had lower self-esteem than participants
exposed to extremely heavy models (M p 5.57), resulting
in a contrast effect (F(1, 49) p 4.97, p ! .04). Third, the
ANOVA for high-BMI participants did not reveal any sig-
nificant effects (all F’s ! 0.23, p’s 1 .63).
Ancillary Mediation Analysis. We tested the mediating
role of similarity focus in establishing media image effects
on self-esteem in a series of mediation analyses. We ran
different mediation models for low-/high-BMI individuals
than for normal-BMI individuals given the different way
that similarity focus affects self-esteem for these individuals.
For low- and high-BMI individuals, similarity focus is de-
termined by how close these individuals feel to thin versus
heavy models. For normal-BMI individuals, similarity focus
is determined by how close these individuals feel to mod-
erate versus extreme individuals.
Mediation Analysis for Low- and High-BMI Individ-
uals. Low- and high-BMI individuals differed in terms of
self-esteem. We hypothesized that these differences in self-
esteem would be driven by different shifts in similarity focus
to thin and heavy advertising models. We conducted a mod-
erated mediation analysis, where model’s size moderates (a)
the effect of BMI on the mediator (similarity focus) and (b)
the effect of the mediator on the dependent variable (self-
esteem). We conducted three sets of regression equations to
test for moderated mediation (Muller, Judd, and Yzerbyt
2005; cf. model 5, Preacher, Rucker, and Hayes 2007). A
first equation regressed BMI, model’s size, and the inter-
action between BMI and model’s size on self-esteem. This
equation only showed a main effect of BMI ( ,bp 0.47
, ). A second equation included thet(99)p 5.33 p ! .01
same factors, but these were now regressed on similarity
focus. This analysis revealed a significant interaction be-
tween BMI and model’s size on similarity focus (bp 1.46,
t(99) p 3.60, p ! .01), indicating, as earlier reported, that
low-BMI individuals have a higher similarity focus after
comparison with thin models compared to heavy models,
whereas the opposite is true for high-BMI individuals. A
third equation added the mediator (similarity focus) and the
interaction between similarity focus and model’s size to the
original model used in the first equation. This regression
revealed that the effect of BMI on self-esteem was no longer
significant ( , , ). However,bp 0.17 t(97)p 0.64 p 1 .52
this regression revealed a significant interaction between
similarity focus and model’s size (b p 2.14, t(97) p
5.56, p ! .01), suggesting that feelings of similarity (dis-
similarity) in the case of thin models lead to positive (neg-
ative) shifts in self-esteem and feelings of similarity (dis-
similarity) in the case of heavy models leads to negative
(positive) shifts in self-esteem. Subsequent conditional in-
direct effects conducted at both levels of model’s size con-
firm the mediating role of similarity focus. More specifically,
similarity focus mediates the effect of BMI on self-esteem
in the case of thin ( , ) and heavy modelszp 1.97 p ! .05
(z p 2.02, p ! .05).
Mediation Analysis for Normal-BMI Individuals.
We tested whether similarity focus also mediates the effect
of exposure to advertising models on normal-BMI consum-
ers’ self-esteem. Specifically, we examined to what extent
the interaction effect of model’s size # extremity on self-
esteem was mediated by similarity focus for these individ-
uals. This analysis was tested in the context of mediated
moderation (Muller et al. 2005; cf. model 2, Preacher et al.
2007), where extremity affects the mediator (similarity fo-
cus) and where the effect of the mediator on the dependent
variable (self-esteem) depends on model’s size. A first equa-
tion examined the effect of model’s size, extremity, and the
model’s size # extremity interaction on self-esteem. This
analysis confirmed the earlier reported interaction between
model’s size and extremity on self-esteem for normal-BMI
consumers (b p 1.82, t(49) p 3.14, p ! .01). A second
equation including the same factors was regressed on the
mediator (similarity focus) and revealed only an effect of
extremity, indicating that participants had a higher similarity
focus after exposure to moderate models compared to ex-
treme models ( , , ). Thebp 0.41 t(49)p 3.17 p ! .01
last equation added the mediator (similarity focus) and the
interaction between the similarity focus and model’s size to
the original model used in equation 1. This analysis showed
that the model’s size# extremity interaction on self-esteem
was no longer significant ( , ,bp 0.64 t(47)p 1.34 p 1
). On the other hand, the interaction between similarity.18
focus and model’s size on self-esteem reached significance
(bp3.06, t(47)p6.18, p ! .001). The latter interaction
indicates that extremity-induced shifts in similarity focus
affect self-esteem depending on the model’s size. Having a
similarity focus in the case of thin (heavy) models leads to
a positive (negative) shift in self-esteem, whereas having a
dissimilarity focus in the case of thin (heavy) models leads
to a negative (positive) shift in self-esteem. Further condi-
tional indirect effects confirmed the mediating role of sim-
ilarity focus in the case of thin models ( ,zp 1.98 p !
) and heavy models ( , )..05 zp 2.01 p ! .05
Discussion
These results indicate that individuals with different BMI
levels utilize different comparison processes (as measured
by similarity focus) and self-judgments (as measured by
appearance self-esteem) when encountering comparison
standards in ads. The similarity focus of low- and high-BMI
individuals was not affected by the extremity of the com-
parison standard. Low- (high-) BMI participants had a sim-
ilarity focus when exposed to both moderately and extremely
thin (heavy) models but a dissimilarity focus when exposed
to both moderately and extremely heavy (thin) models (sup-
porting hypotheses 2a–2b). Normal-BMI participants had a
similarity focus when exposed to moderately thin and heavy
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models but a dissimilarity focus when exposed to extremely
thin and heavy models (supporting hypothesis 1).
We predicted and found that these (dis)similarity foci affect
participants’ self-esteem. Normal-BMI participants showed
assimilative positive and negative shifts in self-esteem when
exposed to, respectively, moderately thin and heavy models,
and contrastive positive and negative shifts in self-esteem
when exposed to, respectively, extremely heavy and thin mod-
els (supporting hypothesis 3b). Mediation analyses revealed
that similarity focus mediates the effect of exposing normal-
BMI individuals to advertising models on their appearance
self-esteem.
The level of self-esteem of both low- and high-BMI par-
ticipants was seemingly unaffected by the models in the ads.
This finding is, however, consistent with the pattern that
would be predicted based on the (dis)similarity focus in-
duced by exposure to advertising models. Low-BMI partic-
ipants experienced positive shifts in self-esteem both in the
case of thin models (assimilation as a result of a similarity
focus) and heavy models (contrast as a result of a dissim-
ilarity focus). The same reasoning applies to high-BMI par-
ticipants. They experienced negative shifts in self-esteem
both in the case of heavy models (assimilation as a result
of a similarity focus) and thin models (contrast as a result
of a dissimilarity focus). Mediation analyses confirmed that
similarity focus was responsible for the difference between
the low- and high-BMI individuals’ self-esteem as a function
of exposure to advertising models.
Although the results suggest that the difference in self-
esteem between low- and high-BMI individuals is rather due
to temporary shifts in self-esteem (resulting from exposure
to the models) than to chronic differences in self-esteem, it
is important to empirically demonstrate that this is indeed
the case. Therefore, in study 2, we added a control condition
(a baseline measure of self-esteem) to demonstrate that low-
BMI individuals’ self-esteem shifts positively and high-BMI
individuals’ self-esteem shifts negatively when exposed to
advertising models.
STUDY 2
This study had two main objectives. A first objective was
to further examine the similarity focus and self-esteem find-
ings for low- and high-BMI individuals in study 1. We did
not include normal-BMI participants because their self-es-
teem and knowledge accessibility patterns have already been
established (study 1 of the current research; Smeesters and
Mandel 2006). The procedure was similar to the one used
in study 1, except for two elements. First, we added a control
condition, in which participants were not exposed to any
advertising models. We added this condition to demon-
strate that the self-esteem of low- and high-BMI individ-
uals would shift when exposed to advertising models.
Hence, we predict that low-BMI individuals will have
higher self-esteem after exposure to (moderately or ex-
tremely) thin models and (moderately or extremely) heavy
models, compared to the control condition. High-BMI in-
dividuals, on the other hand, should have lower self-esteem
after exposure to (moderately or extremely) thin models
and (moderately or extremely) heavy models, compared to
the control condition.
A second objective was to further examine the exact com-
parison processes of low- and high-BMI participants. Past
research has demonstrated knowledge accessibility effects
when only the standard was manipulated, such as for in-
dividuals with a normal BMI (Smeesters and Mandel 2006).
Demonstrating the underlying role of knowledge accessi-
bility processes would enhance our understanding of the
social comparison processes of individuals that take a low
or high position on the comparison dimension. Therefore,
we measured which self-knowledge became accessible when
exposed to either thin or heavy advertising models. We mea-
sured the accessibility of words designating thinness, words
designating heaviness, and neutral words in a lexical deci-
sion task. These target words were preceded by subliminally
presented words that were either related to the self-concept
(e.g., I, me) or by control words unrelated to the self (e.g.,
the, on). The inclusion of these subliminal words allows
parsing out general accessibility from self-concept acces-
sibility. Lexical decision trials that are preceded by self-
related primes assess the specific accessibility of knowledge
related to the self, whereas trials that are preceded by control
words rather assess the accessibility of semantic knowledge
associated with the standard (Dijksterhuis et al. 1998).
With respect to trials preceded by self-primes, we ex-
pected that lexical decisions for standard-consistent words
(thinness words in the case of thin models and heaviness
words in the case of heavy models) would be faster than
for standard-inconsistent words (thinness words in the case
of heavy models and heaviness words in the case of thin
models) when the distance between the self and the standard
was small, and that lexical decisions for standard-inconsistent
words would be faster than for standard-consistent words
when the distance between the self and the standard was large.
Hence, low-BMI participants should react fastest to standard-
consistent words after exposure to thin models (because feel-
ing similar to thin models should make thin self-knowledge
more accessible) and fastest to standard-inconsistent words
after exposure to heavy models (because feeling dissimilar
from heavy models should make heavy self-knowledge more
accessible). High-BMI participants should react fastest to
standard-consistent words after exposure to heavy models
(feeling similar to heavy models should make heavy self-
knowledge more accessible) but fastest to standard-incon-
sistent words after exposure to thin models (feeling dissim-
ilar to thin models should make heavy self-knowledge more
accessible).
Response latencies measured on trials preceded by control
primes reflect which knowledge associated with the models
is accessible. As thin models should be associated with thin-
ness and heavy models with heaviness, we expected that lex-
ical decisions for standard-consistent words would be faster
than for standard-inconsistent words across conditions.
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Method
One hundred seventy-six female undergraduates partici-
pated in this study for partial fulfillment of course credit.
Low- and high-BMI participants were randomly assigned
to one of the four conditions of a 2 (model’s size: thin vs.
heavy) # 2 (extremity: moderate vs. extreme) between-
participants design or to a control condition in which they
were not exposed to any model. The number of participants
per condition varied between 16 and 18.
Upon arrival in the laboratory, participants were told they
would participate in several tasks. The first task of this study
was the same Advertisement Questionnaire as in study 1.
Participants received a booklet containing the four ads with
models pertaining to their condition and four filler ads with
no models. Participants in the control condition received a
booklet containing eight filler ads (and no ads with models).
This was followed by the same Pictures Comparison Task
as in study 1, which measured participants’ (dis)similarity
focus.
For the next task, participants sat in front of a computer
monitor and performed a word recognition task. The in-
structions on the screen informed them that they should
focus on the screen every time a string of XXXs appeared.
They were told that this string would be followed by a word
or a nonword and that they should identify, as fast as pos-
sible, whether the word existed or not. Participants re-
sponded by either pushing the “1” (word) or the “3” (non-
word) on the keyboard. To reduce variance in response
latencies, participants were asked to keep their hands near
the buttons throughout the task. The lexical decision task
consisted of 42 trials, with 6 practice trials and 36 critical
trials. The critical trials consisted of 18 trials in which the
target word was an existing word and 18 trials in which the
target word was a random letter string (e.g., golrr). Of the
18 target words, 6 words were associated with thinness (e.g.,
thin, slender), 6 words were associated with heaviness (e.g.,
heavy, fat), and 6 words were unrelated to thinness-heavi-
ness (e.g., calm). One half of the target words were preceded
by a self-prime (I, my, me), and the other half were preceded
by a control prime (on, the, a). We created two lists for this
task, so that three specific words that were preceded by a
self-prime in the one list were preceded by control primes
in the other and vice versa. The 36 trials were randomly
presented. At the beginning of each trial, a row of XXXs
appeared on the center of the screen for 1,000 milliseconds.
The prime then appeared in the same location for 15 milli-
seconds and was immediately masked by the string of XXXs
again for 500 milliseconds. Then the target word appeared,
overwriting the masking stimulus, and remained on the screen
until participants made a lexical decision. After participants
responded, the screen remained blank for 2 seconds.
The last task of this study was the completion of the
Twenty Statements Test, also used in study 1, to assess
participants’ appearance self-esteem. Finally, participants
were tested for awareness of the subliminal priming pro-
cedure and any suspicion about the aim of the studies. None
of the participants guessed the aim of the experiment or
connected any of the tasks together. After they were in-
formed that they had been exposed to subliminal primes,
none of the participants could recall any of the primed
words. Participants were then thoroughly debriefed.
Results
The findings of study 1 indicated that the extremity of
the model’s size did not play any significant role for low-
and high-BMI participants. In all of the analyses of study
2, extremity also did not reveal any significant main or
interaction effects on similarity focus, accessible self-knowl-
edge, or self-esteem ( , ) and was there-F ’s ! 0.76 p’s 1 .38
fore left out of the analyses.
Similarity Focus. We conducted a 2 (BMI: low vs.
high)# 3 (model’s size: thin vs. heavy vs. control) between-
participants ANOVA on similarity focus. This analysis re-
vealed a significant BMI # model’s size interaction (F(1,
170)p 25.39, p ! .001), as depicted in figure 3. Low-BMI
participants had a stronger similarity focus (Mp 5.66) after
exposure to thin models compared to the control condition
(M p 5.06; F(1, 170) p 3.78, p p .054), and a weaker
similarity focus after exposure to heavy models (Mp 4.37)
compared to the control condition (Mp 5.06; F(1, 170)p
4.46, p ! .04). High-BMI participants had a stronger sim-
ilarity focus (M p 5.51) after exposure to heavy models
compared to the control condition (Mp 4.89; F(1, 170)p
4.08, p ! .05) and a weaker similarity focus after exposure
to thin models (Mp 4.23) compared to the control condition
(M p 4.89; F(1, 170) p 4.55, p ! .05).
Accessible Self-Knowledge. To reduce the distorting
effect of outliers, we considered data points that were 3
standard deviations above or below the mean for each word
as outliers and dropped them from subsequent analysis (see
Bargh and Chartrand 2000). Because reaction time data are
often skewed, we also ran our analysis on logarithmic trans-
formations of our reaction time data, which are sometimes
applied to normalize the data to meet the assumptions of
statistical tests (Bargh and Chartrand 2000). However, this
transformation analysis was similar to the analysis of the
nontransformed data, and we report the latter data.
We first calculated response latencies for standard-con-
sistent (i.e., thinness words in the case of thin models and
heaviness words in the case of heavy models) and standard-
inconsistent words (i.e., thinness words in the case of heavy
models and heaviness words in the case of thin models).
We did not include the control model condition in this anal-
ysis as it is not possible to calculate standard-consistent and
standard-inconsistent response latencies in a condition in
which no standard was presented to the participants. Hence,
we conducted a 2 (BMI: low vs. high) # 2 (model’s size:
thin vs. heavy) # 2 (prime: self vs. control) # 3 (target
words: standard-consistent vs. standard-inconsistent vs. neu-
tral) mixed ANOVA with the first two factors as between-
participants factors and the last two factors as within-par-
ticipants factors. The predicted four-way interaction between
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FIGURE 3
EXPERIMENT 2 RESULTS: SIMILARITY FOCUS AS A FUNCTION OF BMI AND MODEL’S SIZE
BMI, model’s size, prime, and target words was significant
( , ). This interaction is shown inF(2, 272)p 11.36 p ! .001
figure 4.
To further analyze this four-way interaction, we conducted
two separate 2 (BMI: low vs. high)# 2 (model’s size: thin
vs. heavy) # 3 (target words: standard-consistent vs. stan-
dard-inconsistent vs. neutral) ANOVAs, with the last factor
being within-participants, on the response latencies for each
type of prime. The analysis on the trials preceded by self-
primes should reveal which self-knowledge becomes ac-
cessible after exposure to advertising models, whereas the
analysis on the trials preceded by control primes should
reveal which knowledge becomes accessible that partici-
pants associated with advertising models.
The analysis on the trials preceded by self-primes revealed
a significant BMI#model’s size# target words interaction
( , ). Low-BMI individuals ex-F(2, 272)p 33.51 p ! .001
posed to thin models reacted faster to standard-consistent
words ( milliseconds) than to standard-inconsistentMp 476
words (M p 524 milliseconds; F(1, 272) p 25.66, p !
.001) and neutral words ( milliseconds;Mp 525 F(1,
, ). However, low-BMI individuals272)p 15.69 p ! .001
exposed to heavy models reacted faster to standard-incon-
sistent words ( milliseconds) than to standard-con-Mp 484
sistent words ( milliseconds; ,Mp 519 F(1, 272)p 17.11
) and neutral words ( milliseconds;p ! .001 Mp 523 F(1,
, ). Further, high-BMI individuals ex-272)p 17.93 p ! .001
posed to heavy models reacted faster to standard-consistent
words ( milliseconds) than to standard-inconsistentMp 486
words (Mp 529 milliseconds; F(1, 272)p 10.18, p ! .01)
and neutral words (M p 517 milliseconds; F(1, 272) p
5.80, p ! .05). However, high-BMI individuals exposed to
thin models reacted faster to standard-inconsistent words
( milliseconds) than to standard-consistent wordsMp 477
(M p 523 milliseconds; F(1, 34) p 16.03, p ! .001) and
neutral words (M p 527 milliseconds; F(1, 34) p 31.87,
p ! .001).
The analysis on the trials preceded by control primes only
revealed a significant main effect of target words (F(2,
, ). This effect indicated that standard-272)p 33.68 p ! .001
consistent words elicited faster response latencies (Mp 481
milliseconds) than standard-inconsistent words (M p 521
milliseconds) and neutral words (M p 523 milliseconds).
Self-Esteem. We conducted a 2 (BMI: low vs. high)#
3 (model’s size: thin vs. heavy vs. control) between-partic-
ipants ANOVA on self-esteem. This analysis revealed a
strongly significant main effect of BMI (F(1, 170)p
, ), which indicated that low-BMI participants39.84 pp .01
( ) had higher self-esteem than high-BMI partici-Mp 5.70
pants ( ). Importantly, this main effect was qual-Mp 4.44
ified by a significant BMI # model’s size interaction
( , ), depicted in figure 5. Com-F(1, 170)p 5.18 pp .01
pared to the control condition ( ), low-BMI par-Mp 5.17
ticipants had higher self-esteem in the thin model condition
( ; , ) and in the heavyMp 5.89 F(1, 170)p 5.13 pp .025
model condition ( ; , ).Mp 5.80 F(1, 170)p 3.98 pp .045
Further, compared to the control condition ( ),Mp 4.94
high-BMI participants had lower self-esteem in the thin
model condition ( ; , ) andMp 4.29 F(1, 170)p 4.31 p ! .04
in the heavy model condition ( ;Mp 4.34 F(1, 170)p
, ). These findings indicate that the shifts in3.59 pp .06
self-esteem for low- and high-BMI participants in the ad-
vertising models conditions are indeed due to social com-
parisons with these models rather than chronic differences
in self-esteem. This is confirmed by the finding that low-
and high-BMI participants’ self-esteem was not significantly
different in the control model condition ( andMp 5.17
; , ).Mp 4.94 F(1, 170)p 0.37 p 1 .54
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FIGURE 4
EXPERIMENT 2 RESULTS: RESPONSE LATENCIES AS A FUNCTION OF BMI, MODEL’S SIZE, AND TARGET WORDS ON TRIALS
PRECEDED BY (A) SELF-PRIMES AND (B) CONTROL PRIMES
Mediation Analysis on Knowledge Accessibility. To
test for mediation, we examined whether similarity focus
mediates the effect of exposing low- and high-BMI partic-
ipants to advertising models on the response latencies to
standard-consistent words and standard-inconsistent words.
The control condition was not included in the mediation
analysis for the response latencies, as no comparison stan-
dard was presented in this condition. We followed the mod-
erated mediation approach of Preacher et al. (2007).
We first conducted our regression on the reaction times
to standard consistent words. A first regression found a sig-
nificant BMI # model’s size interaction on the reaction
times (RT) to standard-consistent words (bp1.29, t(136)
p 4.30, p ! .01), indicating that low- (high-) BMI con-
sumers reacted faster to standard-consistent words when ex-
posed to thin (heavy) models compared to heavy (thin) mod-
els. A second regression found a significant BMI#model’s
size interaction on similarity focus ( ,bp 1.85 t(136)p
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FIGURE 5
EXPERIMENT 2 RESULTS: SELF-ESTEEM AS A FUNCTION OF BMI AND MODEL’S SIZE
, ), indicating that low- (high-) BMI consumers6.69 p ! .01
felt more similar to thin (heavy) models compared to heavy
(thin) models. A third regression revealed that the interaction
between BMI and model’s size dropped in significance
( , , ), whereas there wasbp 0.49 t(135)p 1.77 p 1 .08
a significant effect of similarity focus on the response la-
tencies to standard-consistent words (bp 0.38, t(135)p
4.37, p ! .01). This latter effect indicates that feeling
similar to a model, either thin or heavy, leads to faster re-
sponse latencies to standard-consistent words compared to
feeling dissimilar. Conditional indirect effects confirm that
(dis)similarity focus mediates the effect of BMI on reaction
times to standard-consistent words in the case of both thin
models ( , ) and heavy models (zp 3.07,zp 3.17 p ! .01
p ! .01).
We conducted a similar analysis on the response latencies
to standard-inconsistent words. The first regression found a
significant BMI # model’s size interaction on the RT to
standard-inconsistent words (bp 1.40, t(136)p 4.71, p !
.01), indicating that low- (high-) BMI consumers reacted
faster to standard-inconsistent words when exposed to heavy
(thin) models compared to thin (heavy) models. A second
regression found the same significant BMI # model’s size
interaction on similarity focus as reported above (bp 1.85,
t(136) p 6.69, p ! .01), indicating that low- (high-) BMI
consumers felt more similar to thin (heavy) models com-
pared to heavy (thin) models. Finally, the third regression
revealed that the interaction between BMI and model’s size
dropped in significance (b p 0.59, t(135) p 1.86, p 1
.06), whereas there was a significant effect of similarity
focus on the response latencies to standard-inconsistent
words (bp 0.79, t(135)p 4.15, p ! .01). This latter effect
indicates that feeling dissimilar to a model, either thin or
heavy, leads to faster response latencies to standard-incon-
sistent words compared to feeling similar. Conditional in-
direct effects confirm that (dis)similarity focus mediates the
effect of BMI on reactions to standard-inconsistent words
in the case of both thin ( , ) and heavyzp 3.43 p ! .01
models ( , ).zp 3.01 p ! .01
Mediation Analysis on Self-Esteem. Next, we ex-
amined to what extent similarity focus mediates the inter-
action between BMI and model’s size on self-esteem. A first
regression conducted on the dependent variable revealed a
significant interaction between BMI and model’s size on
self-esteem ( , , ). A sec-bp 0.28 t(172)p 3.97 p ! .01
ond regression conducted on the mediator found a significant
interaction between BMI and model’s size on similarity fo-
cus ( , , ). Finally, a third re-bp 1.86 t(172)p 7.17 p ! .01
gression added the mediator (similarity focus) and the in-
teraction between similarity focus and model’s size to the
first regression equation. This regression revealed that the
interaction between BMI and model’s size was no longer
significant (b p 0.23, t(170) p 0.84, p 1 .40), whereas
there was a significant interaction between similarity focus
and model’s size ( , , ),bp 1.14 t(170)p 4.94 p ! .01
replicating the results of study 1. Similarity focus mediates
the effect of BMI on self-esteem in the case of thin (zp
, ) and heavy models ( , )4.52 pp .01 zp 3.89 pp .01
but not in the control condition ( , ).zp 0.32 p 1 .75
Discussion
These results replicated and extended study 1’s findings
by giving more detailed information about the comparison
processes and outcomes for low- and high-BMI individuals.
The results clearly indicated the importance of similarity
focus and accessible self-knowledge in producing assimi-
lative or contrastive changes in self-esteem. When the dis-
tance between the self and the comparison standard was
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rather small (in the case of low-BMI participants exposed
to thin models and high-BMI participants exposed to heavy
models), a similarity focus was activated and standard-con-
sistent self-knowledge became accessible. In this case, self-
esteem shifted in an assimilative manner, producing a pos-
itive shift for low-BMI individuals and a negative shift for
high-BMI individuals. When the distance between the self
and the comparison standard was rather large (in the case
of low-BMI participants exposed to heavy models and high-
BMI participants exposed to thin models), a dissimilarity
focus was activated and standard-inconsistent self-knowl-
edge became accessible. In this case, self-esteem shifted in
a contrastive manner, producing a positive shift for low-
BMI individuals and a negative shift for high-BMI individ-
uals. Mediation analysis also confirmed the important me-
diating role of similarity focus in establishing which self-
knowledge becomes accessible, leading to positive or neg-
ative shifts in self-esteem. These findings also confirm that
the high self-esteem for low-BMI participants and the low
self-esteem for high-BMI participants are not due to chronic
differences in self-esteem but due to comparison processes.
Interestingly, when participants were not exposed to adver-
tising models, low- and high-BMI participants did not differ
in self-esteem.
STUDY 3
In this final study, we examined the behavioral implications
when participants were exposed to advertising models. More
specifically, we were interested in how much participants ac-
tually ate (small cookies), as well as their dieting and exercise
intentions after viewing the ads. Studies 1 and 2 established
that, when exposed to advertising models, participants ex-
perience (temporary) shifts in self-esteem. These shifts might
have strong implications for their behavior: it could affect
how much they want to eat (thus causing weight gain), or it
could motivate them to diet and exercise more (thus causing
weight loss). So far, research has paid surprisingly little at-
tention to how social comparison processes induced by media
images can lead to such behavioral effects. Effects of media
exposure on eating have been reported before, but mainly
demonstrating that exposure to thin models can lead to dis-
inhibited eating (Mills et al. 2002; Seddon and Berry 1996).
However, the exact processes that contribute to such effects
and the effects for individuals varying in BMI are unknown.
We predict that, in general, normal-BMI participants
should be more directly guided by their (dis)similarity feel-
ings with respect to the comparison standards and the sub-
sequent shifts in their self-esteem than low- and high-BMI
participants. The fact that normal-BMI individuals are not
underweight or overweight does not mean that they are
overly satisfied or dissatisfied with their body (Grabe et al.
2008). The self-image of normal-BMI individuals should be
more malleable compared to that of low- and high-BMI
individuals because they take an intermediate position on
the comparison dimension (Tiggemann 2000), and hence
their self-image can more easily shift in positive or negative
directions. Also, the body status of normal-weight women
is likely to be more ambiguous and therefore more respon-
sive to the situational context than that of their clearly thin
or overweight counterparts. Therefore, we predict that nor-
mal-BMI individuals’ eating patterns and dieting/exercise
intentions will be consistent with how similar or dissimilar
they feel to the advertising models. Specifically, because
exposure to moderately heavy (but not thin) models shifts
their self-esteem downward and makes them think they are
similar to heavy people, normal-BMI participants should eat
less and be more willing to diet and exercise when exposed
to moderately heavy models compared to moderately thin
models. Further, because extremely thin (but not heavy)
models shift their self-esteem downward and make them
think they are dissimilar to thin people, normal-BMI par-
ticipants should eat less and be more willing to diet and
exercise when exposed to extremely thin models compared
to extremely heavy models.
As low- and high-BMI individuals might be less guided
by the shifts in their self-esteem, they might be more influ-
enced by the advertising images themselves. In fact, recent
research has shown that exposure to overweight or under-
weight others can influence eating behavior via cognitive
processes unrelated to self-esteem (e.g., Johnston 2002). For
example, the eating behavior of an overweight or under-
weight individual in the room can inhibit or increase the
amount of food participants consume, due to the cognitive
process of anchoring and adjustment rather than shifting
self-esteem levels (McFerran et al. 2010). We believe that
our participants will be most likely to adjust their natural
inclinations regarding eating and exercise when they are
confronted with an image opposite to their self-image. Con-
frontation with an opposite self might cause more cognitive
elaboration about the actual discrepancy between the self
and the other. Thinking about this discrepancy might mo-
tivate one to eat less and to diet and exercise more (Higgins
1987). Therefore, low-BMI participants might eat less and
be more inclined to diet and exercise after exposure to heavy
models compared to thin models, because of the discrepancy
between the thin self and the heavy image (in order to avoid
an undesired self ). Further, high-BMI participants might eat
less and be more inclined to diet and exercise after exposure
to thin models compared to heavy models, because of the
discrepancy between the heavy self and the thin image (in
order to approach a desired self ).
H4a: For low-BMI female consumers, exposure to
(moderately or extremely) heavy models will lead
to less eating and stronger intentions to diet and
exercise compared to (moderately or extremely)
thin models.
H4b: For normal-BMI female consumers, exposure to
moderately heavy models will lead to less eating
and stronger intentions to diet and exercise com-
pared to moderately thin models. Further, expo-
sure to extremely thin models will lead to less
eating and stronger intentions to diet and exercise
compared to extremely heavy models.
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H4c: For high-BMI female consumers, exposure to
(moderately or extremely) thin models will lead
to less eating and stronger intentions to diet and
exercise compared to (moderately or extremely)
heavy models.
Method
Two hundred twenty-seven undergraduates participated in
this study for partial fulfillment of course credits. Low-,
normal-, and high-BMI participants were randomly assigned
to one of the four conditions of a 2 (model’s size: thin vs.
heavy) # 2 (extremity: moderate vs. extreme) between-
participants design or to a control condition in which they
were not exposed to any model. The number of participants
per condition varied between 14 and 16.
The first part of this study followed the procedure used
in the earlier studies. Participants started with the same Ad-
vertisement Questionnaire as in study 1, containing four ads
with models pertaining to their condition and four filler ads
with no models. Participants in the control condition re-
ceived a booklet containing eight filler ads with no models.
This was followed by the same Pictures Comparison Task
as in study 1 used to measure (dis)similarity focus.
Next, participants completed the Twenty Statements Test,
which assessed their appearance self-esteem. After that, we
measured participants’ cookie intake and diet and exercise
intentions. Participants then entered a room in which three
plates were piled with three different flavors of small cookies
(Mandel and Smeesters 2008). Each plate contained 20
cookies. The experimenter told each participant that a com-
pany wanted to test a new brand of cookie dough before it
came on the market and that they would like to know which
flavor tasted the best. Participants had to take one cookie
per plate, taste it, and rate the cookie. They rated the cookie
on several dimensions and then were told to help themselves
to as many cookies as they wanted because the lab received
more than enough cookies from the company. After the
participants left the room, the experimenter counted the
number of cookies that participants ate. Participants also
answered two questions: (1) dieting intentions (“To what
extent are you willing to go on a diet soon?”) and (2) ex-
ercise intentions (“To what extent are you willing to work
out soon?”). Both questions were on a 7-point scale with
endpoints 1 (not at all) and 7 (very much).
Finally, participants filled out a postexperimental ques-
tionnaire. None of the participants raised any suspicion
about any of the manipulations or any relatedness between
the different tasks. Upon debriefing, a female experimenter
randomly selected 102 participants (36 low-BMI individ-
uals, 31 normal-BMI individuals, 35 high-BMI individu-
als) and measured their height and weight. All agreed. The
other participants self-reported their weight and height
again. Based on this information, none of the participants
differed from their original BMI designations.
Results
We conducted a 3 (BMI: low vs. normal vs. high) # 2
(model’s size: thin vs. heavy) vs. 2 (extremity: moderate vs.
extreme) between-participants ANOVA on (a) similarity fo-
cus, (b) self-esteem, (c) cookie intake, and (d ) a composite
index of the diet/exercise questions ( ).rp .81
Similarity Focus. The results were highly consistent
with hypotheses 1–2 and studies 1–2. The ANOVA revealed
two significant two-way interactions. There was a significant
two-way interaction between BMI and extremity (F(2, 170)
p 9.10, p ! .01). Low-BMI participants’ similarity judg-
ments of the two pictures did not differ between the mod-
erate models ( ) and extreme models conditionMp 5.03
( ; , ). Normal-BMI par-Mp 4.77 F(1, 170)p 0.63 p 1 .43
ticipants rated the pictures as more similar after being ex-
posed to moderate models ( ) compared to extremeMp 5.35
models ( ; , ). High-Mp 3.53 F(1, 170)p 34.06 p ! .001
BMI participants’ similarity judgment of the two pictures
did not differ between the moderate models ( ) andMp 4.82
extreme models condition ( ; ,Mp 4.69 F(1, 170)p 0.18
).p 1 .67
There was also a significant two-way interaction between
BMI and model’s size ( , ). Low-F(2, 170)p 13.60 p ! .01
BMI participants rated the pictures as more similar after
being exposed to thin models ( ) compared toMp 5.48
heavy models ( ; , ).Mp 4.38 F(1, 170)p 12.55 p ! .001
Normal-BMI participants’ similarity judgment of the two
pictures did not differ between the thin models (Mp 4.59)
and heavy models condition (Mp 4.34; F(1, 170)p 0.45,
p 1 .49). High-BMI participants rated the pictures as more
similar after being exposed to heavy models ( )Mp 5.33
compared to thin models ( ; ,Mp 4.17 F(1, 170)p 14.27
).p ! .001
Self-Esteem. As in study 1, we found a significant three-
way interaction between BMI, model’s size, and extremity
( , ). We then conducted separate 2F(1, 170)p 8.45 p ! .01
(model’s size: thin vs. heavy)# 2 (extremity: moderate vs.
extreme) between-participants ANOVAs for each group of
BMI participants. First, the ANOVA for low-BMI partici-
pants did not reveal any significant effect (all ,F ’s ! 0.09
). However, further analyses revealed that low-BMIp’s 1 .77
participants’ self-esteem in the thin model (M p 5.72, p !
.06) and heavy model conditions ( , ) wereMp 5.81 p ! .05
higher than in the control model condition ( ). Sec-Mp 5.19
ond, the ANOVA for normal-BMI participants revealed a
significant model’s size # extremity interaction (F(1, 49)
p 9.19, p ! .01). Participants exposed to moderately thin
models (Mp 5.33) had higher self-esteem than participants
exposed to moderately heavy models ( ), resultingMp 3.50
in an assimilation effect ( , ). Par-F(1, 57)p 20.28 p ! .001
ticipants exposed to extremely thin models ( ) hadMp 3.79
lower self-esteem than participants exposed to extremely
heavy models ( ), resulting in a contrast effectMp 4.69
( , ). Third, the ANOVA for high-F(1, 57)p 4.73 p ! .04
BMI participants did not reveal any significant effect (all
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, ). Further analyses revealed that high-F ’s ! 0.51 p’s 1 .48
BMI participants’ self-esteem in the thin model (Mp
, ) and heavy model condition ( ,4.17 p ! .05 Mp 4.37 p !
) were lower than in the control model condition.06
( ).Mp 5.00
Mediation analyses again confirmed that similarity focus
mediates the effects of exposure to moderately/extremely
thin/heavy models on self-esteem of low, normal-, and high-
BMI consumers.
Cookie Intake. The analysis showed a significant BMI
# size # extremity interaction ( ,F(1, 170)p 5.22 p !
), which is depicted in figure 6. We then ran separate 2.01
(model’s size: thin vs. heavy) vs. 2 (extremity: moderate vs.
extreme) between-participants ANOVAs for each BMI
group. First, the analysis for low-BMI participants only re-
vealed a significant main effect of model’s size (F(1, 57)p
5.49, p ! .03). Low-BMI participants exposed to heavy mod-
els ( ) ate fewer cookies than those exposed to thinMp 4.03
models ( ). Further analyses revealed that only par-Mp 4.93
ticipants in the heavy model condition ( ) ate signif-p ! .05
icantly less than those in the control condition ( )Mp 4.75
but not those in the thin model condition ( ). Second,pp .45
the ANOVA for normal-BMI participants revealed a sig-
nificant model’s size # extremity interaction (F(1, 57)p
, ). Participants exposed to moderately heavy13.08 p ! .01
models ( ) ate fewer cookies than participants ex-Mp 4.25
posed to moderately thin models ( ;Mp 5.93 F(1, 57)p
, ), while participants exposed to extremely thin8.02 p ! .01
models ( ) ate fewer cookies than participants ex-Mp 4.43
posed to extremely heavy models ( ;Mp 5.81 F(1, 57)p
, ). Finally, the analysis for high-BMI partici-5.23 p ! .03
pants only revealed a significant main effect of model’s size
( , ). High-BMI participants exposedF(1, 56)p 4.07 p ! .05
to thin models ( ) ate fewer cookies than thoseMp 3.90
exposed to heavy models ( ). Further analyses re-Mp 4.77
vealed that only participants in the thin model condition (p
p .025) ate significantly less than those in the control con-
dition (M p 5.07) but not those in the heavy model con-
dition (p p .56).
Dieting and Exercise Intentions. The analysis also
showed a significant BMI # size # extremity interaction
( , ), shown in figure 7. The follow-F(1, 170)p 8.30 p ! .001
up analysis for low-BMI participants only revealed a sig-
nificant main effect of model’s size ( ,F(1, 57)p 5.32 p !
). Low-BMI participants exposed to heavy models.03
( ) wanted to diet and exercise more than thoseMp 5.62
exposed to thin models ( ). Further analyses re-Mp 4.86
vealed that mainly participants in the heavy model condition
( ) significantly wanted to diet and exercise more thanp ! .03
those in the control condition ( ), whereas partic-Mp 4.25
ipants in the thin model condition ( ) only differedpp .12
marginally significantly from the control condition. Second,
the ANOVA for normal-BMI participants revealed a sig-
nificant model’s size # extremity interaction (F(1, 57)p
, ). Participants exposed to moderately heavy12.91 p ! .01
models (M p 5.25) were more willing to diet and exercise
than participants exposed to moderately thin models (Mp
3.93; F(1, 57)p 5.27, p ! .03), while participants exposed
to extremely thin models ( ) were more willing toMp 5.50
diet and exercise than participants exposed to extremely
heavy models ( ; , ). Fi-Mp 3.87 F(1, 57)p 7.74 p ! .01
nally, the analysis for high-BMI participants only revealed
a significant main effect of model’s size (F(1, 56)p
, ). High-BMI participants exposed to thin mod-11.03 p ! .01
els ( ) wanted to diet and exercise more than thoseMp 5.30
exposed to heavy models ( ). Further analyses re-Mp 4.33
vealed that mainly participants in the thin model condition
( ) significantly wanted to diet and exercise more thanp ! .01
those in the control condition ( ), whereas partic-Mp 3.80
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ipants in the heavy model condition ( ) only differedpp .11
marginally significantly from those in the control condition.
Discussion
The results of study 3 confirm the hypotheses regarding
the behavioral implications of exposure to thin or heavy
media images. Normal-BMI participants were directly
guided by shifts in similarity focus and self-esteem. In sup-
port of hypothesis 4b, they ate less and were more inclined
to diet and exercise when their self-esteem shifted downward
(after exposure to either moderately heavy models or ex-
tremely thin models) compared to when their self-esteem
shifted upward (after exposure to either moderately thin or
extremely heavy models). Low- and high-BMI participants’
behavior changed mainly when they were exposed to a me-
dia image that was discrepant with their own image. More
specifically, low- (high-) BMI participants exposed to heavy
(thin) models ate less and wanted to diet and exercise more
than when they were exposed to thin (heavy) models. Low-
and high-BMI participants’ self-esteem levels are less sus-
ceptible to differential ad exposure, and yet they are still
influenced by thin and heavy media images, albeit by a
different route. Low-BMI participants’ self-esteem increases
after exposure to both thin and heavy models, which should
not differentially influence their diet or exercise intentions,
but the discrepancy between themselves and heavy models
motivates them to avoid becoming like the heavy models
(supporting hypothesis 4a). For high-BMI participants, self-
esteem decreases after exposure to both thin and heavy mod-
els, which should not differentially influence their diet or
exercise intentions, yet the discrepancy between themselves
and the thin models motivates them to become more like
the thin models (supporting hypothesis 4c).
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In three studies, we demonstrated that social comparison
processes and their evaluative and behavioral outcomes are
different for individuals who take different positions on the
comparison dimension. Study 1 demonstrated different cog-
nitive processes for individuals differing in their BMI. For
normal-BMI participants, moderate standards activated a
similarity focus, whereas extreme standards activated a dis-
similarity focus. These foci led to positive or negative shifts
in self-esteem, depending on the size of the model.
On the other hand, low- and high-BMI participants were
only affected by the position of the standard on the compar-
ison dimension and not by the extremity of that position. Low-
BMI participants adopted a similarity focus after exposure to
(moderately and extremely) thin models and a dissimilarity
focus after exposure to (moderately and extremely) heavy
models, in both cases leading to higher self-esteem. High-
BMI participants adopted a similarity focus after exposure to
(moderately and extremely) heavy models and a dissimilarity
focus after exposure to (moderately and extremely) thin mod-
els, in both cases leading to lower self-esteem. Study 2 rep-
licated these findings for low- and high-BMI participants and
confirmed that these findings were not due to chronic differ-
ences in self-esteem but, rather, due to comparison processes
following exposure to advertising models.
These findings extend previous social comparison research
in at least four important ways. First, past research has re-
peatedly demonstrated that moderate comparison standards
elicit assimilation effects and extreme comparison standards
elicit contrast effects (e.g., Mussweiler et al. 2004a, 2004b).
However, the position of the participant’s self on the com-
parison dimension has rarely been taken into account. Our
findings demonstrate that, without considering the position
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the self assumes on a given dimension, the resulting picture
necessarily remains incomplete, and assimilation versus con-
trast effects are difficult to predict. Second, the present re-
search provides a telling example by demonstrating that
comparison processes and outcomes of low- and high-BMI
individuals are not affected by the extremity of the com-
parison standard, but only by whether the standard takes a
low or high position on the comparison dimension. Partic-
ularly striking is the fact that, after exposure to advertising
models, low-BMI participants’ self-esteem always shifts up-
ward whereas high-BMI participants’ self-esteem always
shifts downward (compared to a control condition; see study
2). Third, the present research is also one of the few dem-
onstrations of how social comparisons influence subsequent
behavior. Most social comparison research focuses primarily
on the self-evaluative consequence of comparing with oth-
ers, while essentially ignoring behavioral effects (Muss-
weiler 2003; for an exception, see Stapel and Suls 2004).
Fourth, to the best of our knowledge, this study is also the
first to reveal the role of knowledge accessibility when in-
dividuals differing in their relative position on the compar-
ison dimension are exposed to different comparison stan-
dards.
Surprisingly, individuals often neglect to make sponta-
neous comparisons when they are not specifically social in
nature. For example, Wang and Wyer (2002) demonstrated
that consumers often fail to compare products to each other,
even when it is advantageous to do so. However, social
comparisons are frequently spontaneous (Festinger 1954).
The women in our studies did not receive any explicit in-
struction to compare themselves with the models in the ads.
Consistent with Richins (1991), we find that women com-
pare themselves spontaneously with advertising models, re-
gardless of size (Richins 1991). Many women may find it
difficult to escape the effects of social comparison processes
that are spontaneous and automatic. Individuals might be
able to correct for social comparison information, but only
when they are aware of the biasing influence of this infor-
mation (Wegener and Petty 1995). A consumer might write
off a model’s thinness as unattainable and, thus, not relevant
for comparison (Lockwood and Kunda 1997). Alternatively,
she might spontaneously make a comparison with a model
and subsequently dismiss it as inappropriate or nondiagnos-
tic (Gilbert, Giesler, and Morris 1995), not allowing it to
affect her self-esteem. Furthermore, individuals may be less
influenced by comparison standards following self-affir-
mation (Stapel and Johnson 2007).
The conceptual starting point for the present research was
the selective accessibility model (Mussweiler 2003), which
captures the psychological processes that underlie social com-
parisons with assimilative and contrastive consequences. Con-
sistent with the tenets of this model, the present research
demonstrates that a focus on similarities leads to and underlies
assimilative social comparison effects, whereas a focus on
differences leads to and underlies contrastive social compar-
ison effects. These alternative judgmental outcomes of as-
similation and contrast have also been the focus of a series
of other judgmental models (for a more detailed comparison,
see Mussweiler 2007), such as the inclusion/exclusion model
(Schwarz and Bless 1992), the interpretation/comparison
model (Stapel and Koomen 2001) and the global/local model
(Fo¨rster, Liberman, and Kuschel 2008). It seems clear that
the alternative mechanisms that are proposed by these mod-
els are closely related to the mechanisms of similarity and
dissimilarity testing that were directly examined in the pre-
sent research. For example, the inclusion/exclusion model
holds that assimilation results, if accessible knowledge is
included in the representation of the target, whereas contrast
results if accessible knowledge is excluded from the rep-
resentation of the target. The global/local model further as-
sumes that inclusion, and thus assimilation, is more likely
if judges adopt a global mode of information processing,
whereas exclusion, and thus contrast, is more likely if judges
adopt a local mode of information processing. Recent evi-
dence suggests that these alternative modes of global versus
local processing may be intimately linked to the alternative
comparison foci on similarities versus differences that we
examined (Fo¨rster 2009). Furthermore, it has been dem-
onstrated that the judgmental consequences of a global
versus local processing mode are driven by changes in the
selective accessibility of knowledge indicating target-stan-
dard similarity versus dissimilarity (Fo¨rster et al. 2008).
Finally, recent research shows that moderators of assimi-
lative versus contrastive judgmental effects are closely
linked to informational foci on similarities versus differ-
ences (Mussweiler and Damisch 2008). Together with the
present findings, this suggests that the alternative compar-
ison mechanisms of similarity versus dissimilarity testing
are the critical processes that produce assimilation and con-
trast. A global versus local processing style may be best
conceptualized as one of the factors that influence whether
judges engage in similarity versus dissimilarity testing. Fu-
ture research will have to scrutinize how these alternative
mechanisms are interrelated.
One possible limitation of this research is the use of BMI,
which is an imperfect measure of whether an individual is
overweight, underweight, or normal. BMI is an indirect mea-
sure of body fat, which does not take into account muscle
mass, age, gender, bone structure, or fat distribution (Rothman
2008). Obesity researchers sometimes suggest alternative
measures, such as underwater weighing or waist-circum-
ference measurement, as more valid measures of obesity
(Rothman 2008). However, individuals from multiple cul-
tures consistently identify a mean BMI level of 20.5–21.5
as “ideal,” suggesting that most people have some under-
standing of the distribution of BMI levels in the general
population as well as which BMI levels are viewed as more
positive than others (Swami and Tove´e 2005). Therefore, it
is likely that participants with high BMI levels perceive
themselves as heavy, regardless of muscle mass or fat dis-
tribution. It is also possible that not all of our participants
have the same sense of what is “thin” and what is “heavy.”
For example, anorexic and bulimic individuals tend to over-
estimate their own and others’ BMI (Tove´e, Emery, and
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Cohen-Tove´e 2000), so perhaps our low-BMI participants
viewed the moderately thin models as heavy. It is also pos-
sible that normal-BMI women might view themselves as
heavier than they are, thereby viewing themselves as more
similar to the heavy models than the thin models, regardless
of extremity. However, our findings are inconsistent with
these possibilities. Normal-BMI individuals assimilated with
moderately thin as well as moderately heavy models (sug-
gesting that they viewed themselves as falling within this
range) and contrasted away from extremely thin and ex-
tremely heavy models. Moreover, low-BMI individuals as-
similated with moderately thin as well as extremely thin
models, suggesting that they did not dismiss the moderately
thin models as “heavy.”
Future research might examine how exposure to thin and
heavy media images affects other consumption behaviors ex-
hibited by women of various shapes and sizes. While we
established effects of ad exposure on cookie consumption
quantity, we did not look at how the use of such models might
influence consumers’ attitudes toward the ads (and brands
advertised) or preferences between competing brands using
such images. In other words, are the Dove “Real Women”
ads an effective means to sell a product or merely an effective
public relations vehicle? Given our findings that overweight
consumers demonstrate lower self-esteem after exposure to
any models and that normal-weight consumers demonstrate
lower self-esteem after exposure to moderately heavy mod-
els (such as the Dove models) or extremely thin models
(such as the majority of advertising models), we believe it
is unlikely that many brands will gain market share by using
heavy models in their ads. On the other hand, if the goal
of the ad is to lower the consumer’s self-esteem in order to
make the product (such as a weight loss product or cellulite
cream) seem more necessary, using heavy models might be
successful, but only if the consumer believes that the ad-
vertised product offers an effective means toward restoring
self-esteem. Future research might also explore the effects
of ads that reflect variations on different comparison di-
mensions (such as height or age) on the self-esteem of con-
sumers whose positions also vary on those dimensions (such
as men of different heights or consumers of different ages).
A number of consumer researchers have recently shifted
their focus to identifying the causes of maladaptive con-
sumer behaviors, such as overeating and obesity (e.g., Chan-
don and Wansink 2007; Scott et al. 2008) and prescribing
ways to alleviate such behaviors (Mick 2008). In light of
this shifting focus, an interesting question is how overweight
and normal-weight consumers might manage their self-es-
teem levels more effectively, in order to avoid the damaging
effects of low self-esteem such as depression and eating
disorders (Stice and Shaw 1994). One of our most intriguing
findings was that low-BMI and high-BMI individuals start
out with similar levels of self-esteem, but after exposure to
any models (thin or heavy), self-esteem increases for low
BMIs and decreases for high BMIs. This finding contradicts
the notion, suggested by Dove and others, that overweight
individuals should have higher self-esteem after looking at
heavy models than after looking at thin models.
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